PROTOTYPE HEAVY FIGHTER: Hullspika X-1
Description: The Hullspika X-1
Prototype Heavy fighter was
Designed
by
the
Gnomish
technician called Yougojackson,
the design was an innovation and
it outlived yougo, his son Hull,
and was only finished by his son
Dragohullmanyugojackson.
The design uses experimental hull
material called Durralloy which is
exceptionally
strong
while
remaining light and thin.
Further the vessel has advanced H.U.D technology that makes many of the ship functions
“Thought activated” as such the ship is tuned only to specific brain patterns, making its use
and possible theft all but impossible.
The ship’s engines use advanced REFLEX technology, which is far more effective than the old
Ion and Fusion engines. REFLEX engines provide far more power.
In addition to aid the vessels role as a Long range fighter/bomber intended for deep enemy
line penetration, the ship has a System Cloak, the ship is exceptionally difficult to spot and
lock onto, partially because of a special plating put onto the ships hull. But mostly because of
the design and specialised systems to make it interfere with targeting equipment.
And last but not least are the ships innovative new weapon systems. Wing mounted Halcyon
Class Lasers that have a great range and penetration than standard lasers, and four Neutron
missiles that use a special element called “Neutronium P3” the explosion from a Neutronium
missile is enough to vaporise most small craft and burn through armor without hindrance.
Hullspika X-1: Gargantuan Vehicle; Hp 160; Top Spd 40; Acc 20; Dec 20; Hand +5;
Sensor +6; Stealth 25; AC 24 (-4 size, -5 Dex, +5 natural, +6 armor, +12 shields); SQ
vehicle, hardness 25; Fuel 300,000/2
Stations: Pilot 1, Gunner 1.
Cargo: 600 lb.
Cost: Unavailable, prototype only.
Weapon: Twin Halcyon Laser Cannons (battery); Fire arc: front; Attack bonus: +6
(targeting computer); Damage: 7d10x2; Range: 6
Weapon: 4 Neutron Missiles; Fire arc: Front; Damage: 10d10 each; Speed: 60
(Only 2 missiles remain).
The Vessel was created and funded by the Black Dragon House, it was overseen by the Drow
General Ikarin Mezzanotte, aboard his Imperial dreadnought the Obliterator.
Since the accident during its test flight it has been considered missing/destroyed, that is until
they received the Emergency Transponder signal on long range.
The fate of the researchers is unknown.
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